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" REGbPlateau" NObPlateau" HALFbPlateau" DOUBLEbPlateau" HIMALAYAN""
RESTOM" .219" 0.218" 0.174" 0.086" 0.188"
RESSURF" .220" .0206" 0.173" 0.084" 0.187"
PRECT"LND" 2.369" 2.337" 2.386" 2.330" 2.466"
PRECT"OCN" 3.333" 3.365" 3.353" 3.303" 3.323"
PREH2O" 28.304" 28.704" 28.594" 28.079" 28.743"
QFLUX" 2.956" 2.969" 2.975" 2.923" 2.983"
SST" 21.642" 21.743" 21.711" 21.553" 21.718"
TS" 289.662" 289.916" 289.837" 289.468" 290.054"
TS"LAND" 283.401" 284.107" 283.771" 282.994" 284.395"
LWCF" 29.456" 29.482" 29.451" 29.382" 29.563"
SWCF" b52.575" b52.302" b52.586" b52.275" b52.612"
"
5.3 CAM5"Comparison"
Even"with"the"addition"of"the"new"aerosol"physics"and"cloud"parameterization"
scheme"in"CAM5,"and"a"switch"to"prebindustrial"boundary"conditions,"it"is"remarkable"
how"similar"CAM5"and"CAM4"responded"to"orographic"perturbation."Furthermore,"
although"we"see"the"same"biases"when"comparing"spatial"patterns"to"other"
observational"data"products"(not"shown),"such"as"the"formation"of"the"split"ITCZ,"we"
showed"that"our"simulations"response"to"orographic"perturbation"were"consistent"with"
each"other."However,"we"do"see"changes"in"precipitation"rates,"but"overall"the"spatial"
patterns"are"similar."For"example"precipitation"bands"over"the"plateau"were"still"
concentrated"at"the"slopes"of"the"mountains,"while"removing"the"plateau"still"increased"
precipitation"behind"the"plateau."Doubling"the"plateau,"we"saw"overall"decrease"in"
precipitation"in"the"lower"subcontinents"of"Asia"and"while"simultaneously"increasing"
precipitation"rates"over"its"slopes."Furthermore,"extreme"changes"are"seen"over"the"
Pacific"Ocean."Doubling"the"topography"induced"a"massive"decrease"of"precipitation"
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"
near"the"equator."In"addition,"precipitation"response"in"our"NobPlateau"simulations"
shows"the"same"increase"in"precipitation"over"the"Arabian"Sea"and"India"as"our"CAM4"
modern"NobPlateau"and"HimalayanbWall"simulations."
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6. CONCLUSION,"FUTURE"DIRECTIONS"AND"IMPLICATIONS"
We"studied"the"effects"of"altering"the"plateau"height"on"the"Asian"and"the"global"
monsoon"system"using"the"NCAR"CESM1"in"slab"ocean"configuration"with"modern"
boundary"conditions."We"illustrated"that"doubling"the"plateau"height"decreases"the"
strength"of"the"Asian"monsoons"over"all"of"India"and"most"of"central"and"eastern"China,"
while"removing"the"plateau"further"extends"the"reach"of"the"SAM"inland,"consistent"with"
previous"work"(Kitoh,"2003;"Abe"et"al.,"2004;"Chakraborty"et"al.,"2006;"and"Molnar"et"al.,"
2012).""In"addition,"lowered"topography"simulations"such"as"NobPlateau,"HalfbPlateau"
and"HimalayanbWall"shows"stronger"precipitation"bands"over"the"lower"regions"of"
southern"Asia"more"than"the"full"plateau"configuration."This"phenomenon"was"caused"
by"the"overall"increase"in"surface"temperature,"increase"in"diabatic"heating"and"the"
redistribution"of"precipitation"when"you"lower"the"plateau."Further"reevaluation"of"Boos"
and"Kuang"(2010)"has"shown"that"the"HimalayanbWall"simulation"strengthens"the"SAM."
However"this"simulation"cannot"fully"explain"the"SAM"system’s"existence"because"the"
removal"of"any"elevated"regions"(NobPlateau)"still"allow"the"SAM"to"persist"and"also"
increase"its"strength,"contrary"to"Boos"and"Kuang"(2010)."This"suggests"a"level"of"model"
dependence"in"their"results."Thus,"this"study"concludes"that"the"evolution"of"the"SAM"is"
not"solely"reliant"on"orography."
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One"of"the"most"important"finding"of"this"paper"is"the"precipitation"distribution"
of"our"double"topography."We"showed"that"an"object"as"high"as"our"DoublebPlateau"
simulation"becomes"a"moisture"attractor."Decreasing"precipitation"in"its"immediate"
vicinity"while"enhancing"the"production"of"precipitation"over"its"slopes."Whether"or"not"
this"is"due"to"increase"diabatic"heating"created"by"plateau"or"extensive"orographic"lifting"
due"to"the"plateau’s"height,"its"ability"to"preferentially"redistribute"moisture"proves"that"
the"existence"of"the"plateau"overall"effects"the"hydrologic"system"and"climatology"of"
Asia."In"addition,"we"linear"increase"in"orographic"precipitation"as"you"incrementally"
increase"the"height"of"the"plateau."Lastly,"we"have"determined"in"our"simulations"that"
the"SAM"strength"over"India"is"much"stronger"when"you"lower"the"plateau’s"elevation."
Globally,"we"identified"that"the"implications"of"changing"the"plateau"height"in"
modern"boundary"conditions"do"not"substantially"change"global"precipitation"rates."As"a"
result,"regardless"of"the"plateau"height"the"SAM"still"existed"and"overall"the"global"
monsoon"is"unchanged."However,"we"have"shown"that"the"largest"impact"of"the"Tibetan"
Plateau"height"is"seen"over"the"Asian"continent"and"the"Arabian"Peninsula."Furthermore,"
we"see"that"circulation"over"the"Pacific"Ocean"is"substantially"changed"when"you"either"
double"the"plateau"or"invoke"the"HimalayanbWall"configuration."This"paper"supports"
Kutzbach"et"al."(1989),"Kitoh"(1993),"Chakraborty"et"al."(2006)"conclusion"regarding"the"
induced"physical"blocking"of"zonally"flowing"wind,"and"rearrangement"of"pressure"
systems"are"induced"with"an"elevated"plateau."Nonetheless,"our"study"has"shown"that"in"
a"cooler"climate"with"enhanced"temperature"gradients,"the"response"of"the"global"
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monsoon"to"Tibetan"Plateau’s"elevation"changes"is"a"weak"one"(Huber"and"Goldner,"
2011)."
The"comparison"between"prebindustrial"CAM4,"and"CAM5"simulations"has"shown"
global"annual"mean"surface"temperature,"with"CAM5"is"substantially"warmer"than"CAM4"
(Meehl"et"al.,"2013)."The"annual"global"mean"surface"latent"heat"flux"in"CAM5"
simulations"is"also"greater"than"in"CAM4."In"addition,"the"annual"percent"total"cloud"
cover"is"much"greater"in"CAM5,"while"the"annual"planetary"boundary"layer"height"is"
lower"than"CAM4"(Gent"et"al.,"2011b;"Hurrell"et"al.,"2013)."These"wide"variations"in"
surface"temperature"and"heating,"quantity"of"cloud"cover,"and"boundary"distribution"
surprisingly"do"not"impose"large"changes"on"the"distribution"of"the"summer"monsoon"
systems."Although"the"precipitation"bands"during"summer"months"(JJA"NH,"and"DJF"SH)"
are"slightly"different"between"CAM4"and"CAM5,"our"monsoon"index"does"not"suggest"
that"these"changes"in"precipitation"are"necessarily"analogous"to"changes"in"Global"
Monsoon"distribution"and"precipitation"seasonality."Nonetheless,"comparison"between"
CAM5"and"CAM4"simulations"show"that"Asian"Monsoon"region"and"African"Monsoon"are"
the"only"monsoon"system"that"is"affected"by"orography."
Although"our"CAM5"and"CAM4"simulations"have"similar"changes"when"perturbed"
by"orography"and"support"the"robustness"of"our"simulations,"further"work"is"necessary"
to"validate"the"results"of"our"study."Chen"et"al."(in"Review)"have"shown"the"importance"
of"ocean"circulation"to"the"monsoon"and"further"touch"upon"the"implication"of"using"
higher"resolution,"fully"coupled"models."In"addition,"although"we"suggested"that"excess"
diabatic"heating"over"the"Tibetan"Plateau"is"an"important"mechanism,"refinement"of"our"
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sensitivity"studies"such"as"dampening"of"surface"latent"heat"produced"over"selected"
regions"(Wu"et"al.,"2012;"Boos"and"Kuang,"2013)"in"CAM5"configurations"is"the"natural"
future"direction"of"this"study."Lastly,"precipitation"biases"in"the"model"and"comparison"
to"other"observational"data"through"a"more"rigorous"statistical"assessment"is"a"
necessary"step"that"needs"to"be"further"explored."
"
"
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